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SPECTRUM AND INDEX OF TWO-SIDED
ALLEN–CAHN MINIMAL HYPERSURFACES
FRITZ HIESMAYR
Abstract. The combined work of Guaraco, Hutchinson, Tonegawa and
Wickramasekera has recently produced a new proof of the classical the-
orem that any closed Riemannian manifold of dimension n + 1 ≥ 3
contains a minimal hypersurface with a singular set of Hausdorff di-
mension at most n− 7. This proof avoids the Almgren–Pitts geometric
min-max procedure for the area functional that was instrumental in the
original proof, and is instead based on a considerably simpler PDE min-
max construction of critical points of the Allen–Cahn functional. Here
we prove a spectral lower bound the hypersurfaces that arise from se-
quences of critical points with bounded indices. In particular, the index
of two-sided minimal hypersurfaces constructed using multi-parameter
Allen–Cahn min-max methods is bounded above by the number of pa-
rameters used in the construction. Finally, we point out by an elemen-
tary inductive argument how the regularity of the hypersurface follows
from the corresponding result in the stable case.
1. Introduction
A classical theorem, due to the combined work of Almgren, Pitts and
Schoen–Simon, asserts that for n ≥ 2, every (n + 1)-dimensional closed
Riemannian manifold M contains a minimal hypersurface smoothly embed-
ded away from a closed singular set of Hausdorff dimension at most n − 7.
The original proof of this theorem is based on a highly non-trivial geomet-
ric min-max construction due to Pitts [Pit81], which extended earlier work
of Almgren [Alm65]. This construction is carried out directly for the area
functional on the space of hypersurfaces equipped with an appropriate weak
topology, and it yields in the first instance a critical point of area satisfying
a certain almost-minimizing property. This property is central to the rest of
the argument, and allows to deduce regularity of the min-max hypersurface
from compactness of the space of uniformly area-bounded stable minimal
hypersurfaces with singular sets of dimension at most n− 7, a result proved
for 2 ≤ n ≤ 5 by Schoen–Simon–Yau [SSY75] and extended to arbitrary
n ≥ 2 by Schoen–Simon [SS81]. (The Almgren–Pitts min-max construction
has recently been streamlined by De Lellis and Tasnady [DT13] giving a
shorter proof. However, their argument still follows Pitts’ closely and is in
particular based on carrying out the min-max procedure directly for the area
functional on hypersurfaces.)
In recent years an alternative approach to this theorem has been devel-
oped, whose philosophy is to push the regularity theory to its limit in order
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to gain substantial simplicity on the existence part. Specifically, this ap-
proach differs from the original one in two key aspects: first, it is based on
a strictly PDE-theoretic min-max construction that replaces the Almgren–
Pitts geometric construction; second, for the regularity conclusions, it relies
on a sharpening of the Schoen–Simon compactness theory for stable min-
imal hypersurfaces. The idea in this approach is to construct a minimal
hypersurface as the limit-interface associated with a sequence of solutions
u = ui to the Allen–Cahn equation
(1.1) ∆u− −2i W ′(u) = 0
on the ambient space M , where W : R→ R is a fixed double-well potential
with precisely two minima at ±1 with W (±1) = 0. Roughly speaking, if
the ui solve (1.1) and satisfy appropriate bounds, then the level sets of ui
converge as i → 0+ to a stationary codimension 1 integral varifold V . This
fact was rigorously established by Hutchinson–Tonegawa [HT00], using in
part methods inspired by the earlier work of Ilmanen in the parabolic setting
Ilmanen [Ilm93]. Note that ui solves (1.1) if and only if it is a critical point
of the Allen–Cahn functional
(1.2) Ei(u) =
∫
U
i
|∇u|2
2
+
W (ui)
i
.
If the solutions ui are additionally assumed stable with respect to Ei , then
Tonegawa and Wickramasekera [TW12] proved that the resulting varifold
V is supported on a hypersurface smoothly embedded away from a closed
singular set of Hausdorff dimension at most n− 7, using an earlier result of
Tonegawa [Ton05] which established the stability of the regular part reg V
with respect to the area functional. Their proof of this regularity result uses
the regularity and compactness theory for stable codimension 1 integral var-
ifolds developed by Wickramasekera [Wic14] sharpening the Schoen–Simon
theory.
Stability of ui means that the second variation of the Allen–Cahn func-
tional Ei with respect to H
1(M) is a non-negative quadratic form. More
generally the index indui denotes the number of strictly negative eigen-
values of the elliptic operator Li = ∆ − −2i W ′′(ui), so that ui is stable if
and only if indui = 0. Using min-max methods for semi-linear equations,
Guaraco [Gua18] recently gave a simple and elegant construction of a solu-
tion ui to (1.1) with indui ≤ 1 and ‖ui‖L∞ ≤ 1, and such that as i → 0,
the energies Ei(ui) are bounded above and below away from 0. The lower
energy bound guarantees that the resulting limit varifold V is non-trivial.
Since indui ≤ 1, ui must be stable in at least one of every pair of dis-
joint open subsets of M ; similarly if indui ≤ k then ui must be stable in
at least one of every (k + 1)-tuple of disjoint open sets. This elementary
observation, originally due to Pitts in the context of minimal surfaces, to-
gether with a tangent cone analysis in low dimensions, allowed Guaraco to
deduce the regularity of V from the results of [TW12]. More recently still,
Gaspar and Guaraco [GG18] have used k-parameter min-max methods to
produce sequences of critical points with Morse index at most k, for all pos-
itive integers k. Our results show that this index bound is inherited by the
minimal surface arising as i → 0, provided it has a trivial normal bundle.
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We also point out that the regularity follows in all dimensions from the cor-
responding result in the stable case via an inductive argument that avoids
the tangent cone analysis used in [Gua18].
Corollary. Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold of dimension n+1 ≥ 3.
Let V be the integral varifold arising as the limit-interface of the sequence
(ui) of solutions to (1.1) constructed in [Gua18] (respectively in [GG18]
using k-parameter min-max methods). Then dimH sing V ≤ n− 7. If reg V
is two-sided, then its Morse index with respect to the area functional satisfies
indHn reg V ≤ 1 (respectively indHn reg V ≤ k).
In min-max theory, one generally expects that the Morse index of the
constructed critical point is no greater than the number of parameters used
in the construction. The above corollary gives this result for the construc-
tions of Guaraco and Gaspar–Guaraco, provided the arising hypersurface is
two-sided. This was recently shown by Chodosh and Mantoulidis [CM18]
to hold automatically when the ambient manifold M has dimension 3 and
is equipped either with a bumpy metric or has positive Ricci curvature.
Building on work of Wang and Wei [WW18], Chodosh–Mantoulidis prove
curvature and strong sheet separation estimates, and use these to deduce
that in this three-dimensional setting the convergence of the level sets oc-
curs with multiplicity 1. They moreover show that in all dimensions, if the
limiting surface has multiplicity 1, then its index is bounded below by the
index of the u.
This complements our upper bound for the index, which is a direct con-
sequence of a lower bound for (λp), the spectrum of the elliptic operator
LV = ∆V + |A|2 +RicM (ν, ν)—the scalar Jacobi operator—in terms of (λip),
the spectra of the operators (Li). Establishing this spectral lower bound is
our main result.
Theorem. Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold of dimension n+1 ≥ 3.
Let V be the integral varifold arising from a sequence (ui) of solutions to
(1.1) with indui ≤ k for some k ∈ N. Then dimH sing V ≤ n− 7 and
(i) λp(W ) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(W ) for all W ⊂⊂M \ sing V and p ∈ N,
(ii) indHn C ≤ k for every two-sided connected component C ⊂ reg V .
Remark. The spectral lower bound of (i) also holds if the assumptions on
the ui are weakened in a spirit similar to the work of Ambrozio, Carlotto
and Sharp [ACS16], that is if instead of an index upper bound one assumes
that for some k ∈ N there is µ ∈ R such that λik ≥ µ for all i. (Note that
the index bound indui ≤ k is equivalent to λik+1 ≥ 0.)
Remark. It was recently brought to our attention that a similar result had
previously been proved by Le [Le11] in ambient Euclidean space, under the
additional assumption that the convergence to the limit surface occurs with
multiplicity 1. Adapting the methods developed in [Le11; Le15] to ambient
Riemannian manifolds, Gaspar generalised our results to the case where the
limit varifold is one-sided, without any assumption on multiplicity [Gas17].
Their general approach is similar to ours but subtly different, in that they
instead consider the second inner variation of the Allen–Cahn functional;
see also the recent work of Le and Sternberg [LS18], where similar bounds
are established for other examples of eigenvalue problems.
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For the minimal hypersurfaces obtained by a direct min-max procedure
for the area functional on the space of hypersurfaces (as in the Almgren–
Pitts construction), index bounds have recently been established by Mar-
ques and Neves [MN16]. Both the Almgren–Pitts existence proof and the
Marques–Neves proof of the index bounds are rather technically involved; in
particular, the min-max construction in this setting has to be carried out in
a bare-handed fashion in the absence of anything like a Hilbert space struc-
ture. In contrast, in the approach via the Allen–Cahn functional, Guaraco’s
existence proof is strikingly simple, and our proofs for the spectral bound
and the regularity of V are elementary bar the fact that they rely on the
highly non-trivial sharpening of the Schoen–Simon regularity theory for sta-
ble hypersurfaces as in [Wic14].
Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we briefly expose notions from the
theory of varifolds, set the context for the rest of the paper and give the
statements of the main result and its corollaries. Their proof requires a
number of preliminary results, which are contained in Section 3. The proof
of the main result (Theorem A) is in Section 4, and is split into two parts: in
the first part we prove the spectral lower bound by an inductive argument
on indui; this immediately implies the index upper bound. The proof of
dimH sing V ≤ n−7 is given in the second part, and uses a similar inductive
argument. There are two appendices: Appendix A contains two elementary
lemmas from measure theory that are used repeatedly in Section 3. Appen-
dix B gives a proof of Proposition 3.6, which is a straight-forward adaptation
of an argument used by Tonegawa for the stable case.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank my PhD supervisor Neshan
Wickramasekera for his encouragement and support, and Otis Chodosh for
helpful conversations. This work was supported by the UK Engineering
and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) grant EP/L016516/1 for
the University of Cambridge Centre for Doctoral Training, the Cambridge
Centre for Analysis.
2. Varifolds, stability and statement of main theorem
The setting is as follows: (Mn+1, g) is a closed (that is, compact without
boundary) Riemannian manifold of dimension n+ 1 ≥ 3, and U ⊂M is an
arbitrary open subset, possibly equal to M itself.
2.1. Varifolds: basic definitions. An n-dimensional varifold in U is a
Radon measure on the Grassmannian Gn(U) = {(p,E) | p ∈ U,E ⊂
TpM,dimE = n}—the space of n-dimensional planes over points in U .
An important subclass are the integral varifolds, which correspond to a
pair (Σ, θ) of a countably n-rectifiable set Σ ⊂ U and a Borel-measurable
function θ ∈ L1loc(Σ,N) via
(2.1) VΣ,θ(φ) =
∫
U
φ(x, TxΣ)θ(x) dHn(x) for all φ ∈ Cc(Gn(U)),
where TxΣ is the Hn-a.e. defined tangent space to Σ. The function θ is
called the multiplicity function.
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A sequence (V i) converges as varifolds to V if they converge weakly as
Radon measures on Gn(U), i.e. if
(2.2)
∫
Gn(U)
φ dV i →
∫
Gn(U)
φ dV for all φ ∈ Cc(Gn(U)).
The weight measure ‖V ‖ of a varifold V is defined by
(2.3) ‖V ‖(φ) =
∫
Gn(U)
φ(x) dV (x, S) for all φ ∈ Cc(U).
Consider an arbitrary vector field X ∈ C1c (U, TM) with flow (Φt). We
deform V in the direction of X by pushing it forward via its flow, that is
(2.4) (Φt)∗V (φ) =
∫
Gn(U)
φ(Φt(x), dΦt(x) · S)JΦt(x) dV (x, S)
for all φ ∈ Cc(Gn(U)), where JΦt(x) = det(dΦt(x)∗ ◦ dΦt(x)) 12 is the Jaco-
bian of Φt(x).
Differentiating the corresponding weight measures ‖(Φt)∗V ‖ yields the
first variation of V :
(2.5) δV (X) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
‖(Φt)∗V ‖(U).
When δV (X) = 0 for all vector fields X ∈ C1c (U, TM), we say that V is
stationary in U .
By definition, the regular part of V is the set of points x ∈ U ∩ spt‖V ‖
such that in a neighbourhood of x, spt‖V ‖ is smoothly embedded in M . Its
complement is the singular part of V , denoted sing V := U ∩ spt‖V ‖\ reg V .
For a stationary integral varifold V , the Allard regularity theorem implies
that reg V is a dense subset of U ∩ spt‖V ‖ [Sim84, Ch. 5].
2.2. Stability and the scalar Jacobi operator. Throughout this section
V will be a stationary integral n-varifold in U ⊂ M . We call V two-sided
if its regular part reg V is two-sided, that is if the normal bundle NV :=
N(reg V ) admits a continuous non-vanishing section. When this fails, V is
called one-sided. (Recall that when the ambient manifold M is orientable,
then reg V is two-sided if and only if it is orientable.)
Suppose that V is two-sided, and fix a unit normal vector field N ∈
C1(NV ), so that every function φ ∈ C1c (reg V ) corresponds to a section
φN ∈ C1c (NV ) and vice-versa. After extending the vector field φN to
C1c (U, TM)—the chosen extension will not matter for our purposes—we can
deform reg V with respect to its flow (Φt). As V is stationary, the first
variation vanishes: δV (φN) = 0. A routine calculation, the details of which
can be found for instance in [Sim84, Ch. 2] shows that the second variation
satisfies
(2.6) δ2V (φN) =
d2
dt2
∣∣∣∣
t=0
‖(Φt)∗V ‖(U) =∫
U
|∇V φ|2 − (|A|2 + RicM (N,N))φ2 d‖V ‖,
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where ∇V is the Levi-Civita connection on reg V , A is the second funda-
mental form of reg V ⊂M , and RicM is the Ricci curvature tensor on M .
The expression on the right-hand side can be defined for one-sided V by
replacing N by an arbitrary measurable unit section ν : reg V → NV , but
it loses its interpretation in terms of the second variation of the area.
Definition 2.1 (Scalar second variation). The scalar second variation of
a stationary integral varifold V is the quadratic form BV defined for φ ∈
C2c (reg V ) by
(2.7) BV (φ, φ) =
∫
reg V
|∇V φ|2 − (|A|2 + RicM (ν, ν))φ2 d‖V ‖.
Remark 2.2. When V is one-sided, the second variation of its area has to be
measured with respect to variations in C1c (NV )—we refer to [Sim84, Ch. 2]
or [CM11, Sec. 1.8] for further information on this. We called BV ‘scalar’ in
order to highlight its difference with the second variation of area in this case,
but emphasise that for the remainder ‘second variation’ refers exclusively to
the quadratic form BV from Definition 2.7. (For the same reasons we also
call the Jacobi operator LV ‘scalar’ in Definition 2.3 below, but omit this
adjective in the remainder of the text.)
One can consider reg V as a stationary integral varifold in its own right
by identifying it with the corresponding varifold with constant multiplicity
1. Its scalar second variation
(2.8) Breg V (φ, φ) =
∫
reg V
|∇V φ|2 − (|A|2 + RicM (ν, ν))φ2 dHn
differs from BV only in that the integral is with respect to the n-dimensional
Hausdorff measure instead of ‖V ‖. This means exactly that while BV is
‘weighted’ by the multiplicity of V , the quadratic form Breg V measures the
variation of ‘unweighted’ area; we will briefly use this in Section 3.2.
After integrating by parts on reg V , the form BV corresponds to the
second-order elliptic operator LV = ∆V + |A|2 + RicM (ν, ν), where ∆V is
the Laplacian on reg V .
Definition 2.3 (Scalar Jacobi operator). The scalar Jacobi operator of V ,
denoted LV , is the second-order elliptic operator
(2.9) LV φ = ∆V φ+ (|A|2 + RicM (ν, ν))φ for all φ ∈ C2(reg V ),
where ν : reg V → NV is an arbitrary measurable unit normal vector field.
The curvature of reg V can blow up as one approaches sing V , in which
case the coefficients of the operator LV would not be bounded. To avoid this,
we restrict ourselves to a compactly contained open subset W ⊂⊂ U \sing V ;
moreover we require W ∩ reg V 6= ∅ to avoid vacuous statements.
We use the sign convention for the spectrum defined in [GT98, Ch. 8],
where λ ∈ R is an eigenvalue of LV in W if there is ϕ ∈ H10 (W ∩ reg V ) such
that LV ϕ+ λϕ = 0. By standard elliptic PDE theory the spectrum
(2.10) λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · → +∞
of LV in W is discrete and bounded below. We will sometimes also write
λp(W ) instead of λp in order to highlight the dependence of the spectrum
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on the subset W . The eigenvectors of LV span the space H
1
0 (W ∩ reg V ) =
W 1,20 (W ∩ reg V ), which we abbreviate throughout by H10 .
The index of BV in W is the maximal dimension of a subspace of H
1
0 on
which BV is negative definite; equivalently
(2.11) indW BV = card{p ∈ N | λp(W ) < 0}.
Moreover indBV := supW (indW BV ), where the supremum is taken over all
W ⊂⊂ U \ sing V with W ∩ reg V 6= ∅.
Remark 2.4. We will see in Section 3.2 that the index of BV coincides with
the Morse index of reg V with respect to the area functional, at least when
reg V is two-sided.
2.3. Statement of main theorem. Let (i) be a sequence of positive pa-
rameters with i → 0 and consider an associated sequence of functions (ui)
in C3(U) satisfying the following hypotheses:
(A) Every ui ∈ C3(U) is a critical point of the Allen–Cahn functional
(2.12) Ei(u) =
∫
U
i
|∇u|2
2
+
W (u)
i
dHn+1,
i.e. ui satisfies the equation
(2.13) − 2i∆ui +W ′(ui) = 0 in U.
(B) There exist constants C,E0 <∞ such that
(2.14) sup
i
‖ui‖L∞(U) ≤ C and sup
i
Ei(ui) ≤ E0.
(C) There exists an integer k ≥ 0 such that the Morse index of each ui is
at most k, i.e. any subspace of C1c (U) on which the second variation
(2.15) δ2Ei(ui)(φ, φ) =
∫
U
i|∇φ|2 + W
′′(ui)
i
φ2 dHn+1
is negative definite has dimension at most k. We write this indui ≤
k, and if k = 0, say that ui is stable in U .
Remark 2.5. More generally indU ′ ui denotes the index of δ
2Ei(ui) with re-
spect to variations in C1c (U
′) (or equivalently in H10 (U ′)) for all open subsets
U ′ ⊂ U . When indU ′ ui = 0, we say that ui is stable in U’.
We follow Tonegawa [Ton05], using an idea originally developed by Ilma-
nen [Ilm93] in a parabolic setting to ‘average the level sets’ of ui ∈ C3(U)
and define a varifold V i by
(2.16) V i(φ) =
1
σ
∫
U∩{∇ui 6=0}
i
|∇ui(x)|2
2
φ(x, Tx{ui = ui(x)}) dHn+1(x)
for all φ ∈ Cc(Gn(U)). Here Tx{ui = ui(x)} is the tangent space to the level
set {ui = ui(x)} at x ∈ U , and σ =
∫ 1
−1
√
W (s)/2 ds is a constant.
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Remark 2.6. In [HT00; Gua18] the varifold V i is defined by the slightly dif-
ferent expression V i(φ) = 1σ
∫
U∩{∇ui 6=0}|∇wi(x)|φ(x, Tx{ui = ui(x)}) dHn+1(x),
with wi as in Theorem 2.7. The ‘equipartition of energy’ (2.18) from The-
orem 2.7 shows that the two definitions give rise to the same limit varifold
V as i→∞.
The weight measures ‖V i‖ of these varifolds satisfy
(2.17) ‖V i‖(A) = 1
σ
∫
A∩{∇ui 6=0}
i
|∇ui|2
2
dHn+1 ≤ E0
2σ
for all Borel subsets A ⊂ U , where the inequality follows from the energy
bound in Hypothesis (B). The resulting bound V i(Gn(U)) ≤ E02σ allows us
to extract a subsequence that converges to a varifold V , with properties laid
out in the following theorem by Hutchinson–Tonegawa [HT00].
Theorem 2.7 ([HT00]). Let (ui) be a sequence in C
3(U) satisfying Hy-
potheses (A) and (B). Passing to a subsequence V i ⇀ V as varifolds, and
(a) V is a stationary integral varifold,
(b) ‖V ‖(U) = lim infi→∞ 12σEi(ui),
(c) for all φ ∈ Cc(U):
(2.18) lim
i→∞
∫
U
i
|∇ui|2
2
φ = lim
i→∞
∫
U
W (ui)
i
φ = lim
i→∞
∫
U
|∇wi|φ,
where wi := Ψ ◦ ui and Ψ(t) :=
∫ t
0
√
W (s)/2 ds.
Up to a factor of i the second variation δ
2Ei corresponds to the second-
order elliptic operator Li := ∆ − −2i W ′′(ui). As in the discussion for the
Jacobi operator, Li has discrete spectrum λ
i
1 ≤ λi2 ≤ · · · → +∞, which we
denote by λip(W ) when we want to emphasise its dependence on the subset
W . The following theorem is our main result.
Theorem A. Let Mn+1 be a closed Riemannian manifold, and U ⊂M an
open subset. Let (ui) be a sequence in C
3(U) satisfying Hypotheses (A), (B)
and (C), and V i ⇀ V . Then dimH sing V ≤ n− 7 and
(i) λp(W ) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(W ) for all open W ⊂⊂ U \ sing V with
W ∩ reg V 6= ∅ and all p ∈ N,
(ii) indBV ≤ k.
Remark 2.8. The spectral lower bound remains true if the assumptions are
weakened and one assumes that for some k ∈ N there is µ ∈ R such that
(2.19) λik(U) ≥ µ for all i ∈ N
instead of an index bound—this observation is inspired the work of Ambrozio–
Carlotto–Sharp [ACS16], where a similar generalisation is made in the con-
text of minimal surfaces. One obtains the spectral bound via an inductive
argument on k similar to the argument in Section 4, noting for the base case
of the induction that bounds as in Corollary 3.5 hold if λi1 ≥ µ.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem A.
Corollary B. If reg V is two-sided, then its Morse index with respect to the
area functional satisfies indHn reg V ≤ k.
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If V is the stationary varifold arising from Guaraco’s 1-parameter min-
max construction [Gua18] (resp. from the k-parameter min-max construc-
tion of Gaspar–Guaraco [GG18]) and its regular part is two-sided, then by
Corollary B its Morse index is at most 1 (resp. at most k).
3. Preliminary results
The preliminary results are divided into three parts. In the first, fol-
lowing [Ton05] we introduce ‘second fundamental forms’ Ai for the vari-
folds V i and relate them to the second variation of the Allen–Cahn func-
tional. The last two sections are dedicated to the spectra of the operators
LV = ∆V + |A|2 + RicM (ν, ν) and Li = ∆− −2i W ′′(ui).
3.1. Stability and L2–bounds of curvature. To simplify the discussion
fix for the moment a critical point u ∈ C3(U) ∩ L∞(U) of the Allen–Cahn
functional E, with associated varifold V
 defined by (2.16).
Let x ∈ U be a regular point of u, that is ∇u(x) 6= 0. In a small enough
neighbourhood of x, the level set {u = u(x)} is embedded in M . Call Σ ⊂M
this embedded portion of the level set, and let AΣ be its second fundamental
form. We use this to define a ‘second fundamental form’ for V .
Definition 3.1. The function A is defined at all x ∈ U where ∇u(x) 6= 0
by A(x) = AΣ(x).
Remark 3.2. Second fundamental forms can be generalised to the context of
varifolds via the integral identity (B.21)—see Appendix B, or [Hut86] for the
original account of this theory. Strictly speaking it is an abuse of language
to call A the ‘second fundamental form’ of V , as it satisfies this identity
only up to a small error term (B.15).
By definition ∇XY = ∇ΣXY + AΣ(X,Y ) for all X,Y ∈ C1(TΣ). Making
implicit use of the musical isomorphisms here and throughout the text, write
ν(x) = ∇u(x)|∇u(x)| , so that
(3.1) AΣ(X,Y ) = 〈∇XY, ν〉ν = −〈Y,∇Xν〉ν.
Lemma 3.3. Let x ∈ U be a regular point of u. Then
(3.2) |A|(x)2 ≤ 1|∇u|2(x)(|∇
2u|2(x)− |∇|∇u||2(x)),
where ∇2u(x) is the Hessian of u at x.
Proof. The second fundamental form AΣ is expressed in terms of the covari-
ant derivative ∇ν by
(3.3) AΣ = −∇ν|TΣ⊗TΣ ⊗ ν.
We can express ∇ν as
(3.4) ∇ν = ∇
2u
|∇u| − ν
 ⊗ ∇|∇u||∇u| ,
whence after restriction to TΣ⊗ TΣ we get
(3.5) AΣ = − 1|∇u|∇
2u
∣∣
TΣ⊗TΣ ⊗ ν.
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On the other hand ∇|∇u| = 〈∇2u, ν〉 where ∇u 6= 0, so after decomposing
the Hessian ∇2u in terms of its action on TΣ and NΣ, we obtain
(3.6) |∇2u|2 − |∇|∇u||2 = |∇u|2|AΣ|2 + |∇2u∣∣
TΣ⊗NΣ|2 ≥ |∇u|2|A|2.
When considering the second variation, it somewhat simplifies notation
to rescale the energy as E = −1E. Its second variation is δ2E(u)(φ, φ) =∫
U |∇φ|2 + W
′′(u)
2
φ2, defined for all φ ∈ C1c (U), which by a density argument
can be extended to H10 (U). The following identity will be useful throughout;
a proof can be found in either of the indicated sources.
Lemma 3.4 ([FSV13; Ton05]). Let u ∈ C3(U) ∩ L∞(U) be a critical point
of E. For all φ ∈ C1c (U),
(3.7) δ2E(u)(|∇u|φ, |∇u|φ) =∫
U
|∇u|2|∇φ|2 − (|∇2u|2 − |∇|∇u||2 + RicM (∇u,∇u))φ2 dHn+1.
Combining (3.7) with the ‖V ‖-a.e. bound (3.2) yields for all φ ∈ C1c (U)
(3.8)

2σ
δ2E(u)(|∇u|φ, |∇u|φ) ≤
∫
|∇φ|2−(|A|2+RicM (ν, ν))φ2 d‖V ‖.
When u is stable, that is when δ2E(u) is non-negative, then this identity
yields L2(V )–bounds for A.
Corollary 3.5. There is a constant C = C(M) > 0 such that if u ∈ C3(U)∩
L∞(U) is a critical point of E and is stable in an open ball B(x, r) ⊂ U of
radius r ≤ 1 then
(3.9)
∫
B(x, r
2
)
|A|2 d‖V ‖ ≤ C
r2
‖V ‖(B(x, r)).
Proof. The Ricci curvature term in (3.8) can be bounded by some constant
C(M) ≥ 1 as the ambient manifold M is closed, so ∫B(x,r)|A|2φ2 d‖V ‖ ≤
C(M)
∫
φ2 + |∇φ|2 d‖V ‖ for all φ ∈ C1c (B(x, r)). Plug in a cut-off function
η ∈ C1c (B(x, r)) with η = 1 in B(x, r2) and |∇η| ≤ 3r−1 to obtain the desired
inequality. 
We now turn to a sequence (ui) of critical points satisfying Hypothe-
ses (A)–(C). If the ui are stable in a ball as in Corollary 3.5, then the
uniform weight bounds (2.17) imply uniform L2(V i)–bounds of the second
fundamental forms, which we denote Ai from now on. Under these con-
ditions the Ai converge weakly to the second fundamental form A (in the
classical, smooth sense) of reg V .
Proposition 3.6. Let W ⊂⊂ U \ sing V be open with W ∩ reg V 6= ∅. If
supi
∫
W |Ai|2 d‖V i‖ < +∞, then passing to a subsequence Ai dV i ⇀ A dV
weakly as Radon measures on Gn(W ), and
(3.10)
∫
W
|A|2 d‖V ‖ ≤ lim inf
i→∞
∫
W
|Ai|2 d‖V i‖,
where A is the second fundamental form of reg V ⊂M .
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The weak subsequential convergence follows immediately from compact-
ness of Radon measures; the main difficulty is to show that the weak limit is
AdV . The proof is a straight-forward adaptation of the argument used for
the stable case in [Ton05]; we present a complete argument in Appendix B
for the reader’s convenience.
3.2. Spectrum of LV and weighted min-max. Throughout we restrict
ourselves to a compactly contained open subset W ⊂⊂ U \ sing V to avoid
blow-up of the coefficients of LV near the singular set, and assume W ∩
reg V 6= ∅ to avoid vacuous statements. As W ∩ reg V is compactly con-
tained in reg V , it can intersect only finitely many connected components
C1, . . . , CN of reg V . By the constancy theorem [Sim84, Thm. 41.1] the
multiplicity function Θ of a stationary integral varifold V is constant on
every connected component of reg V ; we write Θ1, . . . ,ΘN for the respective
multiplicities of C1, . . . , CN .
By classical theory for elliptic PDE [GT98, Ch. 8], the spectrum of LV
has the following min-max characterisation:
(3.11) λp = inf
dimS=p
max
φ∈S\{0}
Breg V (φ, φ)
‖φ‖2
L2
for all p ∈ N,
where the infimum is taken over linear subspaces S of H10 (recall this is our
abbreviated notation for H10 (W ∩ reg V )). From this we easily obtain a min-
max characterisation that is ‘weighted’ by the multiplicities Θ1, . . . ,ΘN in
the sense that
(3.12) λp = inf
dimS=p
max
φ∈S\{0}
BV (φ, φ)
‖φ‖2
L2(V )
for all p ∈ N.
To see this, observe the following: as functions φ ∈ H10 vanish near the
boundary of every connected component C ⊂ reg V , the function φC on
W ∩ reg V defined by
(3.13) φC =
{
φ on C
0 on W ∩ reg V \ C
also belongs to H10 . Moreover
(3.14) BV (φC , φC) = ΘCBreg V (φC , φC) and ‖φC‖2L2(V ) = ΘC‖φC‖2L2 ,
where ΘC denotes the multiplicity of C. We then define a linear isomorphism
of H10 via normalisation by the respective multiplicities of the components.
This sends φ 7→ φ¯ := ∑Nj=1 Θ−1/2j φCj ; then
(3.15)
BV (φ¯, φ¯)
‖φ¯‖2
L2
=
Breg V (φ, φ)
‖φ‖2
L2(V )
.
Therefore the ‘unweighted’ and ‘weighted’ min-max characterisations (3.11)
and (3.12) are in fact equivalent. In the remainder we mainly use (3.12),
and abbreviate this as λp = infdimS=p maxS\{0} JV , where JV denotes the
‘weighted’ Rayleigh quotient
(3.16) JV (φ) =
BV (φ, φ)
‖φ‖2
L2(V )
for all φ ∈ H10 \ {0}.
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The min-max characterisation implies the following lemma, which high-
lights the dependence of the spectrum λp(W ) on the subset W .
Lemma 3.7.
(a) If W1 ⊂W2 ⊂⊂ U \ sing V , then λp(W1) ≥ λp(W2): the spectrum is
monotone decreasing.
(b) If W1,W2 ⊂⊂ U \ sing V have W1 ∩ W2 = ∅, then indW1 BV +
indW2 BV = indW1∪W2 BV .
(c) If W ⊂⊂ U\sing V and y ∈W∩reg V , then λp(W ) = limR→0 λp(W \
B(y,R)).
Remark 3.8. The same properties hold for the spectrum and index of Li,
and the proof is easily modified to cover this case.
Proof. (a) This is immediate from the min-max characterisations, or simply
by definition of the spectrum. Similarly for (b).
(c) By monotonicity of the spectrum we have
(3.17) λp(W \B(y,R)) ≥ λp(W \B(y,R′)) ≥ λp(W )
for all R > R′ > 0. The limit as R→ 0 therefore exists and is bounded below
by λp(W ); it remains only to show that limR→0 λp(W \B(y,R)) ≤ λp(W ).
By monotonicity of the spectrum it is equivalent to show that for a fixed
radius R > 0, limm→∞ λp(W \ B(y, 2−mR)) ≤ λp(W ). Let (ρm)m∈N be
a sequence in C1c (B(y,R) ∩ reg V ) with the following properties (such a
sequence exists provided n ≥ 2, see Remark 3.9 below):
(1) ρm|B(y,2−mR)∩reg V ≡ 0 and ρm → 1 Hn-a.e. in W \ {y} ∩ reg V ,
(2) ‖∇V ρm‖L2(W∩reg V ) → 0.
Let a small δ > 0 be given and choose a family (φ1, . . . , φp) in C
1
c (W ∩reg V )
whose span(φ1, . . . , φp) =: S has maxS\0 JV ≤ λp(W ) + δ. Write ρmS for
span(ρmφ1, . . . , ρmφp) ⊂ C1c (W \B(y, 2−mR) ∩ reg V )—for m large enough
the functions ρmφi are indeed linearly independent. By the weighted min-
max formula (3.12),
(3.18) max
ρmS\0
JV ≥ λp(W \B(y, 2−mR)).
Let tm ∈ Sp−1 ⊂ Rp denote the coefficients of the linear combination
tm · ρmφ := ρm
∑p
j=1 tmjφj ∈ ρmS that realises maxρmS\0 JV . Passing to a
convergent subsequence tm → t ∈ Sp−1 ⊂ Rp we get JV (tm ·ρmφ)→ JV (t·φ),
and hence
(3.19) lim
m→∞ JV (tm · ρmφ) ≤ maxS\0 JV .
On the one hand maxS\0 JV ≤ λp(W ) + δ by our choice of S, on the other
hand limm→∞ λp(W \ B(y, 2−mR)) ≤ limm→∞ JV (tm · ρmφ) by our choice
of tm. The conclusion follows after combining these two observations and
letting δ → 0. 
Remark 3.9. A sequence of functions (ρm) with properties (1) and (2) exists
provided n ≥ 2, as we assume throughout. When n ≥ 3 one can use the
standard cutoff functions; for n = 2 a more precise construction is necessary,
described for instance in [EG15, Sec. 4.7].
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3.3. Spectrum of Li and conditional proof of Theorem A. The main
result in this section is Lemma 3.12; essentially it says that
(3.20) λp(W ) ≥ lim sup
i→∞
λip(W )
holds under the condition that supi
∫
W |Ai|2 d‖V i‖ < +∞. What precedes
it in this section are technical results required for its proof.
Again, by classical elliptic PDE theory the eigenvalues λip(W ) of Li =
∆ − −2i W ′′(ui) on H10 (W ) have the following min-max characterisation in
terms of the rescaled Allen–Cahn functional Ei = −1i Ei :
(3.21) λip(W ) = inf
dimS=p
max
φ∈S\{0}
δ2Ei(ui)(φ, φ)
‖φ‖2
L2
for all p ∈ N,
where the infimum is over p-dimensional linear subspaces S ⊂ H10 (W ). De-
fine the Rayleigh quotient Ji by
(3.22) Ji(φ) =
δ2Ei(ui)(φ, φ)
‖φ‖2
L2
for all φ ∈ H10 (W ) \ {0},
so that we can write the min-max characterisation more succinctly as λip =
infdimS=p maxS\{0} Ji.
To compare the spectrum of LV in H
1
0 with those of the operators Li
in H10 (W ), extend functions in C
1
c (W ∩ reg V ) to C1c (W ) in the standard
way, which we now describe to fix notations. Pick a small enough 0 <
τ < inj(M) so that BτV := expNτV is a tubular neighbourhood of W ∩
reg V , where NτV := {sp ∈ NV | p ∈ W ∩ reg V, |sp| < τ}. We abuse
notation slightly to denote points in BτV by sp, and identify the fibre NpV
with (expp)∗NpV ⊂ Tsp(BτV ). The distance function dV : x ∈ BτV 7→
dist(x, reg V ) is Lipschitz and smooth on BτV \ reg V . By the Gauss lemma
grad dV (sp) = −sp/|sp| for all sp ∈ BτV \ reg V . A function φ ∈ C1(BτV ) is
constant along geodesics normal to reg V if φ(sp) = φ(0p) for all sp ∈ BτV ,
or equivalently if 〈∇φ,∇dV 〉 ≡ 0 in BτV \ reg V .
Lemma 3.10. Any φ ∈ C1c (W ∩ reg V ) can be extended to C1c (W ) with
〈∇φ,∇dV 〉 ≡ 0 in B τ
2
V \ reg V for some τ = τ(φ) > 0.
Proof. Extend φ ∈ C1c (W ∩ reg V ) to BτV by setting φ˜(sp) = φ(p), so that
〈∇dV ,∇φ˜〉 ≡ 0 in BτV \ reg V . Let η ∈ C1[0,∞) be a cutoff function with
0 ≤ η ≤ 1, η ≡ 1 on [0, 1/2) and spt η ⊂ [0, 1). Then
(3.23) (η ◦ dV /τ)φ˜ ∈ C1c (BτV ) and (η ◦ dV /τ)φ˜ = φ˜ on Bτ/2V.
Moreover even though BτV 6⊂ W in general, as sptφ is compactly con-
tained in W ∩ reg V we still have (η ◦ dV /τ)φ˜ ∈ C1c (W ) provided 0 < τ <
dist(sptφ, ∂W ). 
The following lemma gives an asymptotic lower bound for the Rayleigh
quotient JV in terms of the Ji.
Lemma 3.11. Let BτV be a tubular neighbourhood of W ∩ reg V with width
τ > 0, and let (φi)i∈N be a sequence of functions in C1c (W ) with
(a) 〈∇φi,∇d〉 ≡ 0 in W ∩Bτ/2V for all i,
(b) φi → φ in C1c (W ) as i→∞, where φ 6= 0 in W ∩ reg V .
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If supi
∫
W |Ai|2 d‖V i‖ < +∞, then JV (φ) ≥ lim supi→∞ Ji(|∇ui|φi).
Proof. Before we start the proof proper, note that for all φ ∈ H10 (U), divid-
ing both sides of (3.8) by i2σ
∫
φ2|∇ui|2 dHn+1 =
∫
φ2 d‖V i‖ yields
(3.24) ‖φ‖−2
L2(V i)
∫
|∇φ|2 − (|Ai|2 + RicM (νi, νi))φ2 d‖V i‖ ≥ Ji(|∇ui|φ),
provided of course that ‖φ‖2
L2(V i)
6= 0.
We treat the terms on the left-hand side separately in the calculations (1)–
(4) below. Once these are completed, we combine (1) with our assumption
that ‖φ‖2L2(V ) 6= 0 to obtain that ‖φi‖L2(V i) 6= 0 for large enough i. The
conclusion follows by combining (3.24) with the remaining calculations:
(1)
∫
φ2 d‖V ‖ = limi→∞
∫
φ2i d‖V i‖
(2)
∫ |∇V φ|2 d‖V ‖ = limi→∞ ∫ |∇φi|2 d‖V i‖,
(3)
∫ |A|2φ2 d‖V ‖ ≤ lim infi→∞ ∫ |Ai|2φ2i d‖V i‖,
(4)
∫
RicM (ν, ν)φ
2 d‖V ‖ = limi→∞
∫
RicM (νi, νi)φ
2
i d‖V i‖.
(1) By assumption φ2i → φ2 in Cc(W ), whence by Corollary A.3 we get∫
φ2 d‖V ‖ = limi→∞
∫
φ2i d‖V i‖. The same argument proves (2), after notic-
ing that 〈∇φi,∇dV 〉 ≡ 0 implies |∇φ|2 = |∇V φ|2 on W ∩ reg V .
(3) The sequence (Aiφi d‖V i‖) converges weakly to Aφ d‖V ‖, as we can
show by testing against an arbitrary ϕ ∈ Cc(U):
(3.25)
∫
Aiφiϕd‖V i‖ −
∫
Aφϕd‖V ‖ =∫
Ai(φi − φ)ϕd‖V i‖+
∫
Aiφϕ d‖V i‖ −
∫
Aφϕd‖V ‖.
The first integral is bounded by
(3.26)
∣∣∣ ∫ Ai(φi − φ)ϕd‖V i‖∣∣∣ ≤ ‖φi − φ‖L∞‖ϕ‖L2(V i)‖Ai‖L2(V i) → 0
because φi → φ in Cc(W ) as i→∞. The remaining terms tend to 0 by the
weak convergence of Ai d‖V i‖⇀ Ad‖V ‖ tested against φϕ ∈ Cc(W ). Then
inequality (A.4) gives
∫ |A|2φ2 d‖V ‖ ≤ lim infi→∞ ∫ |Ai|2φ2i d‖V i‖.
(4) For each S ∈ Gn(TpM) pick a unit vector νS in TpM orthogonal to
S, and define a smooth function RM on Gn(U) by RM : S 7→ RicM (νS , νS).
Then φ2iRM → φ2RM in Cc(Gn(U)) as i→∞, and by Corollary A.3,
(3.27)
∫
φ2i RicM (νi, νi) d‖V i‖ =∫
φ2iRM dV
i →
∫
φ2RM dV =
∫
φ2 RicM (ν, ν) d‖V ‖. 
We conclude the section with a proof of Theorem A(i) in the case where
there is a uniform L2(V i)–bound on the second fundamental forms (Ai).
Lemma 3.12. Let W ⊂⊂ U \ sing V be open with W ∩ reg V 6= ∅. If
supi
∫
W |Ai|2 d‖V i‖ < +∞, then λp(W ) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(W ) for all p.
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Proof. We may assume that every connected component of W intersects
spt‖V ‖ (or reg V , equivalently as W ∩ sing V = ∅) without restricting gen-
erality: if C is a connected component of W with C ∩ reg V = ∅, then
λp(W \ C) = λp(W ), and by monotonicity λip(W \ C) ≥ λip(W ) for all i.
Given δ > 0 there is a p-dimensional linear subspace S = span(φ1, . . . , φp)
of C1c (W ∩ reg V ) with
(3.28) λp(W ) + δ ≥ max
S\{0}
JV .
Extend the functions φi to C
1
c (W ) as in Lemma 3.10; for large enough i the
family (|∇ui|φ1, . . . , |∇ui|φp) is still linearly independent. Indeed, otherwise
we could extract a subsequence such that (|∇ui′ |φ1, . . . , |∇ui′ |φp) has a linear
dependence, with coefficients ai′ 6= 0 ∈ Rp say. Then notice that
(3.29) |∇ui′ |ai′ · φ = 0⇔ ‖ai′ · φ‖L2(V i′ ) = 0,
where we abbreviated ai′ · φ :=
∑p
j=1 ai′j |∇ui′ |φj . We may normalise the
coefficients ai′ so as to guarantee |ai′ | = 1 and then, possibly after extracting
a second subsequence, assume that ai′ → a ∈ Sp−1 as i′ →∞. The resulting
strong convergence ai′ ·φ→ a ·φ in Cc(W ) combined with ‖V i‖⇀ ‖V ‖ yield
‖ai′ · φ‖L2(V i′ ) → ‖a · φ‖L2(V ); this contradicts ‖a · φ‖L2(V ) > 0.
From now on take i large enough so that (|∇ui|φ1, · · · , |∇ui|φp) is linearly
independent. For such large i, we may let ti ∈ Sp−1 ⊂ Rp be the (normalised)
coefficients of a linear combination ti · |∇ui|φ =
∑p
j=1 tij |∇ui|φj that max-
imises the Rayleigh quotient Ji:
(3.30) Ji(ti · |∇ui|φ) = max|∇ui|S\{0} Ji ≥ λ
i
p(W ).
Extract a convergent subsequence ti′ → t ∈ Sp−1, so that ti′ · φ → t · φ in
C1c (W ) as i
′ →∞. Lemma 3.11 gives JV (t·φ) ≥ lim supi→∞max|∇ui|S\{0} Ji,
which in turn is greater than lim supi→∞ λip(W ). Using (3.28),
(3.31) λp(W ) + δ ≥ JV (t · φ) ≥ lim sup
i→∞
λip(W ),
and we conclude by letting δ → 0. 
Lemma 3.12 has the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.13. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.12,
(3.32) indW BV ≤ lim inf
i→∞
(indW ui).
4. Proof of the main theorem (Theorem A)
We briefly recall the context of the proof: Mn+1 is a closed Riemannian
manifold and U ⊂M is an arbitrary open subset. The sequence of functions
(ui) in C
3(U) satisfies Hypotheses (A), (B) and (C)—the last hypothesis says
that indui ≤ k for all i. To every ui we associate the n–varifold V i from
(2.16). By Theorem 2.7, we may pass to a subsequence of (V i) converging
weakly to a stationary integral varifold V .
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4.1. Spectrum and index of V : proof of (i) and (ii). The main idea,
inspired by an argument of Bellettini–Wickramasekera [BW18], is to fix a
compactly contained open subset W ⊂⊂ U \ sing V and study the stability
of ui in open balls covering W ∩ reg V 6= ∅. We then shrink the radii of the
covering balls to 0, and prove the spectral lower bound of Theorem A(i) by
induction on k. The upper bound on indBV of Theorem A(ii) is then an
immediate consequence.
In the base of induction the ui are stable in U . Let η ∈ C1c (U) be a cutoff
function constant equal to 1 on W . The stability inequality (3.8) gives that
(4.1)
∫
W
|Ai|2 d‖V i‖ ≤ C(M) dist(W,∂U)−2‖V i‖(U) for all i.
Combining this with (2.17) we get supi
∫
W |Ai|2 d‖V i‖ < +∞, and thus
λp(W ) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(W ) by Lemma 3.12.
For the induction step, let k ≥ 1 and assume that Theorem A(i) holds
with k − 1 in place of k. Consider an arbitrary W ⊂⊂ U \ sing V that
intersects reg V . Fix a radius 0 < r < dist(W, sing V ), and pick points
x1, . . . , xN ∈W ∩ reg V such that W ∩ reg V ⊂ ∪Nj=1B(xj , r2). We define the
following Stability Condition for the cover {B(xj , r2)}1≤j≤N :
(SC) For large i, each ui is stable in every ball B(x1, r), . . . , B(xN , r).
Claim 1. If for the cover {B(xj , r2)}1≤j≤N :
(a) (SC) holds, then λp(W ) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(W );
(b) (SC) fails, then λp(W \ Br) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(W \ Br) for some ball
Br ∈ {B(xj , r)}.
Proof. (a) Let Wr = W ∩ ∪Nj=1B(xj , r2), so that Wr ∩ reg V = W ∩ reg V
and hence λp(Wr) = λp(W ). Moreover Wr ⊂ W , so λip(Wr) ≥ λip(W ) for
all i by monotonicity of the spectrum. Therefore it is enough to show that
λp(Wr) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(Wr).
Because (SC) holds, summing (3.9) over all balls we get
(4.2)
∫
Wr
|Ai|2 d‖V i‖ ≤ NC
r2
‖V i‖(Wr) ≤ NCE0
2r2σ
for all i,
so λp(Wr) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(Wr) by Lemma 3.12.
(b) If (SC) fails, then some subsequence (ui′) must be unstable in one of
the balls Br ∈ {B(xj , r)}, in other words indBr ui′ ≥ 1 for all i′. On the
other hand
(4.3) indBr ui′ + indW\Br ui′ ≤ indW ui′
because Br and W \ Br are disjoint open sets. As indW ui′ ≤ k, we get
indW\Br ui′ ≤ k − 1 for all i′, and we conclude after applying the induction
hypothesis to (ui′) in W \Br. 
Remark 4.1. This argument shows that when (SC) fails there is a ball Br ∈
{B(xj , r)} with λp(W \ Br) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip+1(W ) for p ≥ k, and thus
also indW\Br BV ≤ k − 1, but the induction step only requires the weaker
conclusion from Claim 1.
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Now consider a decreasing sequence rm → 0 with 0 < rm < dist(W, sing V )
and reason as above with r = rm. For each m, pick points x
m
1 , . . . , x
m
Nm
∈
W ∩ reg V such that
(4.4) W ∩ reg V ⊂ ∪Nmj=1B
(
xmj ,
rm
2
)
.
If (SC) holds for a cover {B(xmj , rm2 )}, then λp(W ) ≥ lim supi→∞ λip(W ) by
Claim 1, and the induction step is completed.
Otherwise (SC) fails for all constructed covers, and by Claim 1 there is a
sequence (ym) in W ∩ reg V with
(4.5) λp(W \B(ym, rm)) ≥ lim sup
i→∞
λip(W \B(ym, rm)),
and thus by monotonicity of the spectrum
(4.6) λp(W \B(ym, rm)) ≥ lim sup
i→∞
λip(W ).
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that (ym) converges
to a point y ∈W ∩reg V . If we fix a radius R > 0, then B(ym, rm) ⊂ B(y,R)
for large enough m, so by monotonicity and (4.6),
(4.7) λp(W \B(y,R)) ≥ lim sup
m→∞
λp(W \B(ym, rm)) ≥ lim sup
i→∞
λip(W ).
The conclusion follows after combining this with λp(W ) = limR→0 λp(W \
B(y,R)) from Lemma 3.7.
Together with the base of induction, we have proved Theorem A(i) for
all sequences (ui) with supi indui ≤ k for some k ∈ N. The index bound
indW BV ≤ k follows immediately: the spectral lower bound implies that
LV must have fewer negative eigenvalues than the Li as i→∞. Therefore
(4.8) indW BV = card{p ∈ N | λp(W ) < 0} ≤ k.
As the subsetW was arbitrary we get indBV ≤ k; this proves Theorem A(ii).
4.2. Regularity of V : proof of dimH sing V ≤ n − 7. The approach is
the same as in the proof of Theorem A(i)–(ii) with one difference: we again
proceed by induction on k, but we now cover the entire support spt‖V ‖
(including the singular set), instead of constructing covers a positive distance
away from sing V .
The base of induction, where the ui are stable in U , was proved in [TW12].
For the induction step, suppose that dimH(U ′∩sing V ) ≤ n−7 holds with
k − 1 in place of k, and for arbitrary open subsets U ′ ⊂ U . Fix r > 0, and
choose points x1, . . . , xN ∈ U∩spt‖V ‖ such that U∩spt‖V ‖ ⊂ ∪Nj=1B(xj , r).
The Stability Condition for the cover {B(xj , r)}1≤j≤N is defined in the same
way as above, except the radii need not be doubled:
(SC) For large i, each ui is stable in every ball B(x1, r), . . . , B(xN , r).
Claim 2. If for the cover {B(xj , r)}1≤j≤N :
(a) (SC) holds, then dimH sing V ≤ n− 7;
(b) (SC) fails, then dimH sing V \ Br ≤ n − 7 for some ball Br ∈
{B(xj , r)}.
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Proof. (a) The results from [TW12] give dimHB(xj , r) ∩ sing V ≤ n− 7 for
every j = 1, . . . , N . As the balls {B(xj , r)} cover U ∩ spt‖V ‖, the same
holds for sing V .
(b) When (SC) fails, there must be a subsequence (ui′) that is unstable
in one of the balls Br of the cover, so that in its complement
(4.9) indU\Br ui′ ≤ k − 1 for all i′.
The conclusion follows from the induction hypothesis applied to (ui′) in
U \Br. 
Now consider a decreasing sequence rm → 0. For every m, choose points
xm1 , . . . , x
m
Nm
∈ U ∩ spt‖V ‖ such that U ∩ spt‖V ‖ ⊂ ∪Nmj=1B(xmj , rm). Then
either (SC) holds for the cover {B(xmj , rm)} constructed for some m, in
which case we can conclude from Claim 2, or else there is sequence of points
(ym) in U ∩ spt‖V ‖ for which
(4.10) dimH sing V \B(ym, rm) ≤ n− 7.
Possibly after extracting a subsequence, the sequence (ym) converges to
a point y ∈ U ∩ spt‖V ‖. As U \ {y} ⊂ ∪m≥0U \ B(ym, rm), we get
dimH (sing V \ {y}) ≤ n− 7.
If n ≥ 7, then dimH sing V ≤ n − 7 holds whether or not y ∈ sing V , as
points are zero-dimensional. If however 2 ≤ n ≤ 6 then we need sing V = ∅,
which amounts to the following claim.
Claim 3. If 2 ≤ n ≤ 6 then y /∈ sing V .
Proof. Choose B(y,R) ⊂ U , and consider balls {B(y,Rm)}m∈N with shrink-
ing radii Rm := 2
−mR. If for some m there is a subsequence (ui′) with
(4.11) indB(y,Rm) ui′ ≤ k − 1 for all i′,
then we can conclude from the induction hypothesis. Otherwise for all m
(4.12) indB(y,Rm) ui = k for i large enough,
and the ui are eventually stable in the annulus B(y,R) \ B(y,Rm). By
Theorem A(ii)
(4.13) indB(y,R)\B(y,Rm)BV = 0 for all Rm → 0,
and thus indB(y,R)\{y}BV = 0.
By contradiction, suppose that y ∈ sing V . Then indB(y,r)BV = 0 holds in
the whole ball B(y, r) away from sing V , and the regularity results of [Wic14]
give dimHB(y,R) ∩ sing V ≤ n− 7, so that y /∈ sing V . 
Claim 3 concludes the induction step; together with the base of induc-
tion, we have proved that dimH sing V ≤ n − 7. This finishes the proof of
Theorem A.
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Appendix A. Measure-function convergence
In this appendix we give two elementary measure-theoretical lemmas that
are used in the proofs of Lemma 3.11 and in Appendix B. Essentially they
give a weak compactness result for sequences of the form (fi dµi)i∈N, with
µi Radon measures and fi ∈ L2(µi). The weak convergence in question is
sometimes called measure-function convergence in the literature. It appears
in the work of Hutchinson [Hut86] on so-called curvature varifolds; there
one also finds a proof of Lemma A.1 under more general hypotheses on the
sequence (fi).
Lemma A.1 ([Hut86; Ton05]). Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space,
let (µi)i∈N be a sequence of Radon measures on X, and (fi : X → R)i∈N be
a sequence of Borel-measurable functions. Suppose that
sup
i
µi(X) < +∞,(A.1)
sup
i
∫
X
f2i dµi < +∞.(A.2)
Then there is a Radon measure µ and f ∈ L2(µ) such that for some subse-
quence µi′ ⇀ µ and fi′ dµi′ ⇀ f dµ weakly as Radon measures, i.e.
(A.3)
∫
X
fi′φ dµi′ →
∫
X
fφdµ for all φ ∈ Cc(X).
Moreover, the weak limit f dµ satisfies
(A.4)
∫
X
f2 dµ ≤ lim inf
i→∞
∫
X
f2i dµi.
Remark A.2. In our applications X is either an open subset of U ⊂ M or
its Grassmannian Gn(U), and µi is either ‖V i‖ or V i.
Proof. The signed Radon measures νi := fi dµi have bounded total vari-
ation, so that the sequences (µi) and (νi) have convergent subsequences,
with limits the Radon measures µ and ν respectively. We extract these
subsequences without relabelling their indices.
Consider an arbitrary φ ∈ Cc(X). By the weak convergence νi ⇀ ν,
(A.5)
∫
φ dν = lim
i→∞
∫
φfi dµi ≤ ‖φ‖L2(µ) lim inf
i→∞
‖fi‖L2(µi),
where we used the weak convergence µi ⇀ µ to get limi→∞‖φ‖L2(µi) =
‖φ‖L2(µ). As Cc(X) is dense in L2(µ), the measure ν defines a bounded
linear functional on L2(µ), and by duality there is f ∈ L2(µ) with ‖f‖L2(µ) ≤
lim infi→∞‖fi‖L2(µi) such that ν = f dµ. 
If the densities fi are in Cc(X) and converge strongly, then their limit
coincides with the density of the weak limit of (fi dµi).
Corollary A.3. Additionally to the hypotheses of Lemma A.1, assume that
fi ∈ Cc(X), and that ‖fi− f‖L∞ → 0 for some f ∈ Cc(X). Then, addition-
ally to the conclusions of Lemma A.1,
(A.6)
∫
X
f2 dµ = lim
i→∞
∫
X
f2i dµi.
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Proof. We first show that fi dµi ⇀ f dµ. Let ϕ ∈ Cc(X) be arbitrary, then
(A.7)
∫
fiϕdµi −
∫
fϕdµ =
∫
(fi − f)ϕdµi +
∫
fϕdµi −
∫
fϕdµ.
The first term |∫ (fi − f)ϕdµi| ≤ ‖fi − f‖L∞‖ϕ‖L1(µi) → 0 as i → ∞. The
remaining terms
∫
fϕdµi−
∫
fϕdµ→ 0 as i→∞ by the weak convergence
µi ⇀ µ. We reason similarly to show (A.6):
(A.8)∣∣∣∣∫
X
f2 dµ−
∫
X
f2i dµi
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣∫
X
f2 dµ−
∫
X
f2 dµi
∣∣∣∣+ µi(X)‖f2i − f2‖L∞ .
The first term goes to 0 by the weak convergence µi ⇀ µ, and so does the
second as supi µi(X) < +∞ and ‖f2i − f2‖L∞ → 0. 
Appendix B. Generalised second fundamental forms
Our main aim in this appendix is to give a proof of Proposition 3.6. We
follow the approach of [Ton05], where the case of stable ui is treated using
notions from [Hut86]. Our account is self-contained but for the fact that we
refer to these two works for some technical, but routine calculations.
Throughout this section, we assume that U ⊂M is isometrically embed-
ded in some Rq, and W ⊂⊂ U \sing V is an open subset with W ∩reg V 6= ∅.
The fibre of the Grassmannian Gn(U) at x ∈ U is identified with the sub-
spaces
(B.1) {S ⊂ Rq | S ⊂ TxM, dimS = n} ⊂ U ×G(n, q),
where G(n, q) = {S ⊂ Rq | dimS = n}. We furthermore identify an element
S ∈ U × G(n, q) with the corresponding orthogonal projection Rq → S, so
that Gn(U) ⊂ U × Rq2 . Throughout, P (x) ∈ Rq2 represents the orthogonal
projection Rq → TxM and (e1, . . . , eq) is the standard basis of Rq; ∂i and
∂∗ij denote differentiation with respect to ei and ei ⊗ ej ∈ Rq
2
respectively.
Consider first a smooth embedded hypersurface Σ ⊂ U , which we im-
plicitely identify with the varifold VΣ := VΣ,1 with constant multiplicity.
We consider test functions φ ∈ C1(U × Rq2) with compact spatial support,
that is with compact support in the first variable. We associate to it a func-
tion ϕ ∈ C1c (Σ) defined by ϕ(x) = φ(x, SΣ(x)), where SΣ(x) ∈ Rq
2
is the
orthogonal projection Rq → TxΣ. Define a vector field X ∈ C1c (Σ, TM) by
X = ϕP (ej), where ej is one of the standard basis vectors. Its component
tangential to Σ is ϕSΣ(ej), and by the standard divergence theorem we get∫
Σ divΣ(ϕS
Σej) = 0. A routine calculation shows that in coordinates
(B.2) divΣ(ϕS
Σej) = S
Σ
rj∂rφ+ φS
Σ
ri∂iS
Σ
jr + S
Σ
ji∂iS
Σ
kr∂
∗
krφ,
with summation over repeated indices [Hut86]. Abbreviate BΣjkr = S
Σ
ji∂iS
Σ
kr
and substitute this into the divergence formula:
0 =
∫
Σ
SΣrj∂rφ+B
Σ
rjrφ+B
Σ
jkr∂
∗
krφ dHn(B.3)
=
∫
Gn(U)
Srj∂rφ+B
Σ
rjrφ+B
Σ
jkr∂
∗
krφ dVΣ(x, S).(B.4)
This identity is the basis of the following definition by Hutchinson [Hut86].
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Definition B.1 (Generalised curvature, [Hut86]). An n-dimensional inte-
gral varifold V in U is said to have generalised curvature if there exists a
function B = (Bijk) with values in Rq
3
defined V -a.e. on Gn(U) with
(a) B ∈ L1loc(V ),
(b)
∫
Gn(U)
Srj∂rφ+Brjrφ+Bjkr∂
∗
krφ dV (x, S) = 0 for all φ ∈ C1(U×Rq
2
)
with compact spatial support.
The following lemma shows that the function B is well-defined V -a.e. on
Gn(U); it is taken from [Hut86].
Lemma B.2 ([Hut86]). Any two B and B˜ satisfying (a) and (b) coincide
V -a.e. on Gn(U).
Proof. Let φ(x, S) = α(x)β(S), where α ∈ C1c (U) and β ∈ C1(Rq
2
). Letting
β ≡ 1 we see that ∫ Brjrα dV = ∫ B˜rjrα dV , and thus Brjr = B˜rjr V -a.e.
on Gn(U). If we now let
(B.5) β(S) =
{
1 if S = Skr
0 otherwise
then
∫
Bjkrα dV =
∫
B˜jkrα dV , whence the conclusion follows. 
In particular, applied to the smooth hypersurfaces, the following is an
immediate consequence.
Corollary B.3. If Σ is a smoothly embedded hypersurface, then Bijk(x, S) =
BΣijk(x, S) for VΣ-a.e. (x, S) ∈ Gn(U), where BΣijk(x, S) = Sil∂lSΣjk.
The following elementary calculation relates BΣ to the second fundamen-
tal form AΣ.
Lemma B.4. Let AΣ be the second fundamental form of a smoothly embed-
ded hypersurface Σ ⊂ U . Then
(B.6) 〈AΣ(SΣei, SΣej), P ek〉 = PkrSΣjsSΣil ∂lSΣrs = PkrSΣjsBΣirs(x, SΣ).
Proof. Write A instead of AΣ in this proof to simplify notation. The co-
variant derivative on M is the component of D = ∇Rq tangent to M , so
A = (DTM )⊥Σ = (D⊥Σ)TM . As eTMk = Pkrer, we get
Akij := 〈A(SΣei, SΣej), eTMk 〉
= 〈(DSΣeiSΣej)⊥Σ , P ek〉 = Pkr〈DSΣeiSΣej , e⊥Σr 〉.
(B.7)
Similarly e⊥Σr = (δrs − SΣrs)es, so
(B.8) Akij = Pkr(δrs − SΣrs)〈DSΣeiSΣej , es〉 = Pkr(δrs − SΣrs)DSΣeiSΣjs.
As SΣrsS
Σ
js = S
Σ
rj , we finally get A
k
ij = PkrS
Σ
jsDSΣeiS
Σ
rs = PkrS
Σ
jsS
Σ
il ∂lS
Σ
rs, as
required. 
This expression can then be used to generalise second fundamental forms
from the smooth to the varifold setting.
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Definition B.5 (Generalised second fundamental forms, [Hut86]). Let V
be an integral n-varifold with generalised curvature. Then its generalised
second fundamental form is the function A = (Akij) with values in Rq
3
and
defined at V -a.e. (x, S) ∈ Gn(U) by
(B.9) Akij(x, S) = PkrSjsBirs.
For a smoothly embedded Σ ⊂ U , we see after combining Corollary B.3
with Lemma B.4 that the generalised second fundamental form A of VΣ is
equal to the classical second fundamental form AΣ in the sense that
(B.10) Akij(x, S) = 〈AΣ(Sei, Sej), P ek〉 for VΣ-a.e. (x, S) ∈ Gn(U).
We now want to relate these notions to the varifolds V i defined in the main
body. To simplify notation, we fix a critical point u = ui with associated
varifold V  = V i. We define a ‘second fundamental form’ for V  using the
coordinate expressions from Lemma B.4.
Definition B.6. Define the functions A = (A,kij ) and B
 = (Bijk) with
values in Rq3 at all (x, S) ∈ Gn(U) where ∇u(x) 6= 0 by
Bijk(x, S) = Sil∂lS

jk,(B.11)
Ak,ij (x, S) = PkrSjsSil∂lS

rs = PkrSjsB

irs,(B.12)
where S = S(x) ∈ Rq2 represents the projection Rq → Tx{u = u(x)}, and
P = P (x) ∈ Rq2 the projection Rq → TxM .
Technically speaking the function A is not the second fundamental form
of V , as B satisfies the integral identity of Definition B.1 only up to a
small error term. This can be seen as follows: take an arbitrary vector
field X ∈ C1c (U, TM), multiply the Allen–Cahn equation by 〈X,∇u〉 and
integrate by parts twice to obtain
(B.13)
∫
U
|∇u|2divX − 〈∇∇uX,∇u〉 =
∫
U
( |∇u|2
2
− W (u)
2
)
divX,
which using integration with respect to V  is equivalent to
(B.14)
∫
Gn(U)
divSX dV
(x, S) =
1
2σ
∫
U
(

|∇u|2
2
− W (u)

)
divX,
where divSX =
∑q
i=1〈DSeiX,Sei〉. As before let X = φ(x, S)S(ej), where
φ ∈ C1(U × Rq2) has compact spatial support. Substitute this into (B.14)
and perform routine coordinate computations as before in (B.2) to get
(B.15)
∫
Gn(U)
Srj∂rφ+B

rjrφ+B

jkr∂
∗
krφ dV
(x, S) =
1
2σ
∫
U
(

|∇u|2
2
− W (u)

)
divX.
The integral on the right-hand side goes to 0 as  → 0—this is (2.18) in
Theorem 2.7. This justifies the abuse of language that is calling A the
‘second fundamental form’ of V .
We now compare A with the second fundamental form AΣ of the level
sets of u near regular points: take a point x ∈ U with ∇u(x) 6= 0. Then
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the level set {u = u(x)} is embedded in a neighbourhood B around x;
write Σ = {u = u(x)} ∩ B. The calculations from Lemma B.4 show that
A(x, S) = AΣ(x), so the second fundamental forms from Definitions 3.1
and B.6 agree V -a.e. Combining this observation with (3.2), we get
(B.16) |A|2(x, S) = |AΣ|2(x) ≤ 1|∇u|2 (|∇
2u|2 − |∇|∇u||2).
Therefore, when δ2E(u)(|∇u|φ, |∇u|φ) ≥ 0 for some φ ∈ C1c (U), then∫
Gn(U)
|A|2φ2 dV  ≤ ∫U |∇φ|2 − Ric(ν, ν)φ2 d‖V ‖ as in (3.8), and Corol-
lary 3.5 also remains valid.
All the results in this appendix were established for an arbitrary critical
point u ∈ C3(U)∩L∞(U), and thus are valid for every term in the sequence
(ui) satisfying Hypotheses (A)–(C). Let (V
i) be the corresponding varifolds
as in (2.16), and let (Ai) be their second fundamental forms as in Defini-
tion B.6. We restate Proposition 3.6 in the following equivalent form, with
Ai in place of Ai.
Proposition B.7. If supi
∫
W |Ai |2 d‖V i‖ < +∞, then some subsequence
Ai′ dV i
′
⇀ AdV weakly as Radon measures on Gn(W ), and
(B.17)
∫
W
|A|2 d‖V ‖ ≤ lim inf
i→∞
∫
W
|Ai |2 d‖V i‖,
where A is the classical second fundamental form of reg V ⊂M .
Proof. Routine calculations as above in the proof of Lemma B.4 show that
Bi is related to Ai as follows for all i:
(B.18) Bijkl(x, S
i) = Al,ijk +A
k,i
jl + S
i
ksS
i
jr∂rPsl + S
i
lsS
i
jr∂rPks.
If we square (B.18) and sum over j, k, l = 1, . . . , q, we get
(B.19) |Bi |2 ≤ 8(|Ai |2 + |DP |2) V i-a.e. in Gn(U)
The term |DP |2 := ∑qj,k,l(∂jPkl)2 can be bounded by some constant C(M),
so that supi
∫
W |Bi |2 d‖V i‖ < +∞ as well.
By Lemma A.1 we can pass to convergent subsequences Ai dV i ⇀ AdV
and Bi dV i ⇀ B dV with limits related by Aljk = PlrSksBjrs V -a.e. in
Gn(W ). The limit AdV also satisfies
(B.20)
∫
Gn(W )
|A|2 dV ≤ lim inf
i→∞
∫
Gn(W )
|Ai |2 dV i,
and the analogous inequality holds for B dV . Moreover the error term on
the right-hand side of (B.15) tends to 0 as i → ∞, so the weak limit B dV
satisfies
(B.21)
∫
Gn(W )
Srj∂rφ+Brjrφ+Bjkr∂
∗
krφ dV (x, S) = 0
for all φ ∈ C1(W ×Rq2) with compact spatial support. By Corollary B.3 we
have B = Breg V and thus also A = Areg V V -a.e. in Gn(W ). This concludes
the proof. 
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